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(d) Reputation. You agree not to do any of the following: Impersonate another player or to create an account on behalf of someone else; Make, or attempt to make, other players trust you; Create an account with an email address that belongs to another player or an entity; Do any of the following with the intention of gaining real monetary or
virtual goods or items, in violation of our Terms and Conditions; Create more than one account to harm player s reputation; Sell, trade, or transfer, or make transfers of digital content as a service which we prohibit, including but not limited to trading services, house services, for sale and for trade, weapon sales, money transfers, and game
distribution services; Probe for real wealth or virtual goods through any security systems such as "bots, scammers, hackers and spammers"; Theft of services (ticket stubs, characters, cards, etc.); Use unapproved cheats, hacks or glitch activities; Steam lock; Restrict or inhibit other players' ability to use the Service; Use the Service in any manner
inconsistent with our Rules and Guidelines; Attempt to hinder Ngames Games, or our servers, by creating Internet bottlenecks, attacking other players, or otherwise restricting or damaging the abilities of our servers; Use the Service in a manner inconsistent with our Rules and Guidelines; Attempt to hack or harm The Company's systems or
networks; Use any hacked or modified game programs or utilities or any other programs or utilities not provided by Ngames Game; Spam, network flooding or any other inappropriate conduct; Modify the Service; Attempt to gain unauthorized access to other accounts or any information not belonging to you; or Use the Service for any illegal
activity or behavior that harms or defrauds other players or third parties.
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